ERRATA.

p. 4, l. 2, 3 from below—exchange the words former and latter.
p. 12, l. 28—for plants read planet.
p. 13, l. 25—for 73-89 read 80-90.
p. 24, table, 3rd column (Ptolemy), l. 1—for 36 read 6.
p. 29, l. 34—for Ward read Warren.
p. 32, l. 20—for 84-88 read 31.
p. 38, l. 41—for 5059,556 read 5059,64.
p. 47, l. 22—for day-sin read earth-sin.
p. 120, l. 4—for sines read signs.
p. 123, l. 20—for longitude of read of longitude.
p. 190, l. 12—for as-Sarfah read as-Sarfa.
p. 191, l. 15—for fourteenth read thirteenth.
p. 283, l. 2 from below—for 1962nd read 1917th.

References made in the notes on the earlier chapters to the latter portion of chapter xii are in several instances wrong by one verse, owing to an error of the manuscript consulted.